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A SHORT VORT

BY RABBI CHANOCH YERES

Rav, Beit Knesset Beit Yisrael, Yemin Moshe

(32:25) “And Yaakov was left alone and (there) wrestled a man with him, until the breaking of dawn.”
“Vayeiaveik Ish Imo” –”wrestled a man” Why use the language of “Vayeiaveik” for wrestling?
Rashi and Ramban feel the word is referring to its root of “Avak”- “Dust” that the fighting was “kicking up
dust” between the two.
The Chatam Sofer (1762-1839, Pressburg) offers a different meaning. He feels it is a “play” on words and
it should be understood not as “Vayeiaveik”- wrestling but rather “Vayechabek”-hugging- interchanging the
“aleph” and the letter “chet”.
This argument is a hint of the two ways that the representatives of “Eisav” will try to make Yaakov’s children, Am Yisrael, succumb in future battle. Either one, they will literally fight us and trample on us, kicking
up the dirt of Israel trying to annihilate us. Or secondly, they will try to smother us with love and affection
trying to hug and seduce us into assimilating with them – the kiss of death. Shabbat Shalom
2
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DEAR TORAH TIDBITS FAMILY
RABBI AVI BERMAN

Executive Director, OU Israel

So often in life we have the
opportunity to make someone else feel welcome and
succeed just by smiling at
them and befriending them.
To this day, one of my closest friends is
Yaakov who had a direct influence on my
successful aliyah simply by being friendly
when I was assigned the seat next to him
in fourth grade. Making Aliyah at the age
of 9 to Kedumim meant that I was fresh off
the boat not knowing Hebrew and in a class
where nobody spoke any English at all.
As you can imagine and I am sure many
of you have experienced, this was a challenging moment – walking into a place
where I had no friends, a new culture, and
not even a common language. While excited
to be starting my life in Israel, I started
fourth grade with many uncertainties.
Yaakov’s welcoming personality embraced
me and made sure I was welcomed into the
class, and ultimately into Israel society. He
helped me every step along the way.
This is an experience that we all face at
different points in our lives. Whether moving to a new country (or community within
the same country), going to a new school,
enlisting in the army or Sherut Leumi, starting a new job, etc., we all have new stages.
My wife and I experienced this feeling
very clearly when we went on Shlichut to
Vancouver. We felt incredibly blessed to be
representatives of Israel and the OU, working with teens and others in the Vancouver
4
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community. Yet, it was the warm community members who enabled us to meet new
people and be welcomed into the community. Their caring opened the door to
what Baruch Hashem became five years of
inspiring teens and impacting the broader
community, with close relationships that
we are blessed to maintain to this day.
My predecessors who ran OU Israel,
Rabbi Dovid Cohen z”l and Menachem
Persoff, did incredible work moving OU
Israel forward. As the new man in town,
I felt everyone was looking towards me,
and I looked for mentors to guide me as I
navigated my new role. It is thanks to very
special people who had decades of experience at OU Israel that I was able to start my
role at OU Israel with the information and
tools that I needed to help grow OU Israel.
One of the people I relied on for genuine
and caring advice was Mrs. Lori Levmore
z”l who unfortunately recently passed
away. As I am sure many of you remember, Lori was part of the foundation of the
OU Israel Center. She was in the building
almost every day and made a point to come
to my office, knock on the door, and share
insightful advice as to what additional activities were necessary, what types of shiurim
people are enjoying more, and even ideas
about improving the refreshments to make
people’s time at the OU Israel Center better.
I recall many good conversations with Lori
and her husband Bernard z”l, and I regret
not making the time to play chess with her

despite her many invitations to do so. I
mention her because she and many others
were the reason I was Baruch Hashem able
to start running OU Israel on the right foot.
I appreciate everyone who made sure
to befriend me, just as Yaakov did in fourth
grade and so many others did in the various new stages of my life. I will always be
indebted to those who helped and continue
to help me along the way.
This is a message to all of us. There’s
nobody who wants to be in a new place
without friends. Sometimes it’s starting
a new job, sometimes it’s making aliyah,
sometimes it’s moving to a new community.
We can all decide to reach out, befriend, and
help the new people around us. At times,
this involves us leaving our comfort zones,
but the impact is well worth it. When we
create a culture in which people are there
to help others and give them a feeling of
belonging, especially when they are facing
changes, we will positively impact each other’s lives and experiences.
B’ezrat Hashem we will all feel more
connected, included, and be more successful in all of our endeavors.
Wishing you an uplifting and inspiring
Shabbat,

Avi,
Executive Director, OU Israel
aberman@ouisrael.org

Condolences to
Dr. Steven Samuel and family
on the passing of his father

Gerry z"l
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KI
TEITZEI
VAYISHLACH
ALIYA-BY-ALIYA
SEDRA SUMMARY
Rabbi Reuven
Tradburks
Director of
RCA Israel Region
Yaakov’s challenges never seem to end.
He returns to the and of Israel. He is
fearful of a confrontation with Esav. He
prepares by dividing his entourage. A man
fights him through the night, changing his
name to Israel from Yaakov at dawn. Yaakov sends gifts to Esav to appease him.
Esav runs, hugs Yaakov, kisses him and
cries. Yaakov spurns Esav’s request that
they settle together. Dinah is raped by
Shechem in Shechem. Shimon and Levi
kill the men of the city. Yaakov arrives at
Beit El, the place of his ladder dream and
builds an altar. Rachel dies giving birth to
Binyamin. Reuven lies with Bilha. Yaakov
is reunited with Yitzchak. Esav’s lineage
is outlined.

In memory of my Mom

Miriam Bedein a"h

on her tenth yahrzeit - 15 Kislev
whose legacy represented
a life of teaching and living
the ethics of journalism.
Mom, may I live up to your expectations.
Your red pen lives on
David Bedein
6
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Yaakov’s life is one of travail. Esav
wanted to kill him; he fled for his
life. The time with Lavan was full
of hard work and deception. He fights with
an angel. On his return home, he never
reunites with his mother Rivka. He avoids
confrontation with Esav. Dina is raped. The
city of Shechem is slaughtered. His dear wife
Rachel dies in childbirth. And next week
Yosef gets sold. We well understand Chazal’s
comment at the beginning of next week’s
parsha that Yaakov just sought some peace
and quiet.
1st Aliya (32:4-13) Yaakov sends
messengers to Esav. Tell Esav that
his servant Yaakov has been with
Lavan. We have much flock. Word comes
back that Esav is approaching with 400 men.
Yaakov is afraid; splits his entourage, so at
least half will survive. And he prays: While
I am undeserving, You promised my progeny would be numerous.
Yaakov does not know what to expect from
Esav. Last we heard, Esav wanted to kill
Yaakov. Yaakov does not know if he still
does. Because, there is a crucial lacuna in
our story. Way back when Yaakov stole the
blessing from Esav, Esav vowed to kill Yaakov. Rivka warned Yaakov to flee. But she
also promised him that she would send
word when the coast was clear, when Esav
no longer sought to kill Yaakov (27:45).
Where’s his mother Rivka? The one who
loved him? Yaakov never got word from
her that it is safe to return. Now, he did get
assurance from G-d to return and that He
would be with him. But does that mean Esav
still wants to kill him, but that G-d will be
with him and protect him? Or that Esav has
given up his anger?
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And, I never got word from Mom that Esav
doesn’t want to kill me. And then Esav ran,
hugged, kissed and cried. What a relief.
What changed Esav’s mind? Let’s leave Yaakov’s shoes. And jump into Esav’s. Rivka
never sent word of Esav’s change of heart
because he didn’t have one. He has every
intention to kill Yaakov. Brings his army.
But now he has a change of heart. Why?
Perhaps he was convinced by Yaakov that
the bracha was a dud and so nothing to get
worked up about. But the Torah seems silent
on this crucial flip. Why doesn’t it tell us why
Esav changed his mind, gave up his intent to
kill Yaakov and hugs him instead?
Rav Elchanan Samet has a fascinating
suggestion. The Torah is not silent on the
change of heart. It tells us exactly. A man
fought with Yaakov all night. In the morn,
he blesses Yaakov. For Yaakov has prevailed.
Rav Samet suggests that when the Midrash
says this man is “saro shel Esav”, Esav’s
heavenly angelic counterpart, it is explaining the simple flow of the story. It is this
story that explains Esav’s change of heart.
Esav the man is guided by Esav the angel,
his heavenly counterpart. There are 2 parallel worlds: this world and its heavenly
partner. Esav the man doesn’t know why
he changes his mind. His mind was changed
by his guardian angel. Esav the angel has
tried to fight Yaakov all night unsuccessfully. The fight with Yaakov is over. Esav’s
heavenly “sar”, his angel, admits defeat.
The “sar” blesses Yaakov. And hence, Esav
the man’s fight is over too. Esav’s guardian angel changed from murderous intent
to blessing – so too Esav the man changes
in parallel from murderous intent to reconciliation. The Midrash seems to be the

pshat. (My friend Rabbi Shmuel Goldin
pointed out this is foreshadowed at the end
of last week’s parsha by Yaakov’s sojourn
in “machanaim”, literally “double camp”
where he encounters angels. There are parallel worlds, the physical and the angelic.)
4th Aliya (33:6-20) Esav is urged to
accept Yaakov’s gifts. Esav offers
that they live in brotherhood.
Yaakov demurs, sending Esav ahead, hinting
he will catch up. He turns instead toward the
Land of Israel. He dwells in Sukkot and then
in Shechem. He builds an altar and calls in
the name of G-d.
While Yaakov may have tried to convince
Esav that the bracha of Yitzchak did not
come to be, he does not believe it himself. He
goes to Shechem and builds an altar. Why
doesn’t he go immediately to Beit El? Didn’t
he make a vow when he had the dream with
the ladder that he would return to that spot?
And why didn’t he immediately reunite with
his mother and father? Why go to Shechem
and not Beit El or Chevron? He is following
in Avraham’s footsteps – literally. Avraham
journeyed from Charan; first stop in the
Land of Israel was Shechem, where he built
an altar. Yaakov has just journeyed from
Charan to the land of Israel, stopping first at
Charan and building an altar.
5th Aliya (34:1-35:11) Dina is raped
by Shechem in Shechem. The
brothers claim they will only ally
with people who are circumcised. While the
men are recovering Shimon and Levi kill
them all. Yaakov is upset. But they counter;
“can they make our sister a harlot?” G-d tells
Yaakov to go to Beit El and make the promised altar. He does. G-d appears to him and
tells him his name is Yisrael not Yaakov. And
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that nations and Kings will come from him.
The story of the rape of Dina is the first story
of the next generation. And the brothers
rhetorical comment will be a clarion for
the rest of the book – not what they said
but what they implied. “Can they make our
sister a harlot?” meaning, and we, her brothers stand idly by? No. We stand up for our
siblings. Thus begins the rest of the book –
brothers standing up for brothers. Or not.
6th Aliya (35:12-36:19) G-d affirms
the promise of the Land to Yaakov.
Yaakov builds altars, traveling
south. Rachel dies while giving birth to Binyamin. Reuven lies with Bilha. Yaakov goes
to Chevron, to Yitzchak. Yitzchak dies at age
180, buried by Esav and Yaakov.
The pivot to the story of Yaakov’s children
is occurring. But it will proceed without
Rachel, Yaakov’s dear wife. Women have
played a dominant role until here. Rachel’s
death deprives Yaakov of the wise feminine voice that Avraham had with Sarah
and Yitzchak had with Rivka. Would Yosef
have had that special coat, had Yaakov had
Rachel’s counsel?
7th Aliya (36:20-43) Esav’s descendants are enumerated: nations
and kings.
As with Yishmael, Esav’s family is detailed.
This is the end of the story of who is in the
Jewish people and who out. The rest of the
Torah is the story of Yaakov and his family,
all of whom are the Jewish people.

HAFTORAH VAYISHALCH
OVADIAH 1:1-21
This week’s Haftorah taken from the
book of Ovadiah describes the punishment
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that will ultimately be brought upon Edom,
the descendant of Esav. This theme relates
directly to Esav’s conflict with Yaakov which
is highlighted in the Torah reading.
The navi Ovadiah is a convert to Judaism and had his own roots in the Edomite
people. The Edomites did not offer to help
Judea when they were attacked by the Babyloninans. Many years later the Edomites,
who are associated with the Roman Empire,
were responsible for destroying the Second
Beit Hamikdash and caused untold suffering and pain upon the Jewish nation.
Although the Roman Empire was one of
the most formidable and powerful nations
to rule the world, the prophet of Israel
reveals the following: “The house of Yaakov
shall be fire and the house of Yosef a flame,
and the house of Esav shall become stubble,
and they shall ignite them and consume
them…”.
The Haftorah then describes the division
of Esav’s land amongst the returning exiles.
This memorable haftorah ends with the
well known verse: “And saviors shall ascend
Mount Zion to judge the mountain of Esav,
and the Lord shall have the kingdom.”
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Unheralded
Heroes
You don’t hear much about them, and
sometimes you don’t even know their
names. But they are the true heroes and
heroines in our lives and in our times.
As I hope to demonstrate, it was also
true in biblical times that very important
characters in the narrative are hardly mentioned, perhaps only hinted at.
I first became interested in this phenomenon shortly after the events of September
11, 2001. I was listening to one of my favorite radio talk shows while driving. The guest
was a professor of sociology who was insisting, much to the chagrin of the talk show
host, that the firemen who lost their lives
saving others at the World Trade Center
were not true heroes.
He maintained that a true hero does
something very unusual, something neither

In memory of

Rabbi Shimon Herman ז"ל
beloved husband, father, grandfather,
great grandfather and brother
on his third yahrzeit, 15 Kislev
Charlotte, N'tina, Yehuda, Moshe,
Shmuel, Reuven and families
יהי זכרו ברוך
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he nor anyone else typically does. These
firemen, he argued, were simply doing
their duty. They showed up to work in the
morning, went through their usual routine,
and responded to this assignment as part of
their job.
The announcer was horrified by this
professor’s opinion and pronounced it
a typical example of “academic snobbery”. My gut reaction was identical to the
announcer’s horror. Of course, those firemen were heroes, great heroes. And they
were heroes by virtue of the very fact that
they carried out their life-saving duties with
such astounding courage.
Continuing to drive, I began to reflect
upon the question of the definition of “hero”
in the Jewish tradition. From the Jewish
perspective, is a hero some kind of Superman who behaves in some extraordinarily
dramatic fashion? Or is the true hero the
person who, day in and day out, does what
is expected of him in a faithful and diligent
manner, humbly and anonymously, never
making the headlines?
My research soon convinced me that the
latter definition was the accurate one from
a Jewish point of view. He or she, who dutifully and loyally does his or her job, be it in
the mundane or the sacred sphere, is the
true hero or heroine.
As an example, let me introduce you to a
personage who is mentioned in this week’s
Torah portion, Vayishlach, although even

ב"ה
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if you read the portion carefully, you may
not have noticed her name. Her name was
Deborah.
Open your Bible with me and turn to
Genesis 35:8. Jacob, his wives, and their
many children have returned to the Land
of Israel. They have reached Bethel, Jacob’s
original starting point. Jacob erected an
altar there.
And then we read: “And Deborah, Rebecca’s nurse, died and she was buried... under
the oak, and it was called the ‘Oak of Tears.’”
Who was this woman, never mentioned
by name before? Why did her demise evoke
such grief? Why is she important enough to
“make it” into the biblical narrative?
Now turn back a few pages with me
to Genesis 24:59. Here we read that when
Rebecca left her birthplace to journey to
the Land of Israel and marry Isaac, she
took her nurse with her. A nurse with no
name, whom we know nothing about until
we learn of her death in this week’s Torah
portion.
Our rabbis speculate that nurse Deborah was a major part of the entire epic
drama of Rebecca’s life with Isaac and
Jacob. They suggest that she was the one
sent by Rebecca to retrieve Jacob from his
long exile.
Our rabbis tell us, too, that she was a
nurse to Rebecca’s many grandchildren
who shed those many tears under the old

I live my life with Torah & Derech Eretz.
I am fun loving, warm, genuine, personable,
sensitive, energetic, down to earth, divorced.
Very attractive & successful in many areas.
Looking for a man from 60s to early 70s to
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oak tree.
Jewish mystical sources even aver that
nurse Deborah was reincarnated into the
much later Deborah, who was a Judge and
Prophet in Israel!
Deborah is an excellent example of
someone who “just did her job”, regularly
and consistently, and who had an impact
upon three generations of major biblical
characters, including a matriarch, two
patriarchs, and the forebears of the 12
tribes.
She exemplifies the type of person that
the Talmud refers to when it asks: “Who
deserves a place in the world to come,” and
answers: “He who slips in silently and slips
out silently.”
Rabbi Akiva, one of the great Jewish
heroes and sages, taught us a similar lesson. At a critical juncture in his life, he was
inspired by the fact that a stone is impenetrable by ordinary means. But when a gentle
waterfall drips upon stone for hundreds of
years, it succeeds in boring a hole in stone.
Quiet consistency and persistence are the
true ingredients of heroism and strength.
In the Bible, as in all of life, there are
major figures who work behind the scenes
but who are indispensable to the important
events of history. They are unheralded and
often anonymous. They are real heroes too.
In the words of the poet John Keats, they
are the children “of silence and slow time”.
They help us see the truth in that poet’s
exquisite words:
“Heard melodies are sweet, but those
unheard are sweeter.”

Yashar Koach to Rabbi Weinreb
on his very inspiring article last week
- Chava Friedman
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May the learning of these Divrei Torah be לעילוי נשמת
HaRav Ya'akov Zvi ben David Arieh zt"l
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The Parable
of the Tribes
From beginning to end, Genesis chapter 34 tells a terrifying story. Dina, Jacob’s
daughter – the only Jewish daughter mentioned in the entire patriarchal narrative
– leaves the safety of home to go out to “look
at the daughters of the land.” (Gen. 31:1) She
is raped and abducted by a local prince, son
of the king of the town known as Shechem.
Jacob learns of this fact but does nothing until his sons return. Dina’s brothers
Shimon and Levi immediately realise that
they must act to rescue her. It is an almost
impossible assignment. The hostage-taker
is no ordinary individual. As the son of the
king, he cannot be confronted directly. The

Mazal Tov to
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king is unlikely to order his son to release
her. The other townspeople, if challenged,
will come to the prince’s defence. It is Shimon and Levi against the town, two against
many. Even were all of Jacob’s sons to be
enlisted, they would still be outnumbered.
Shimon and Levi therefore decide on
a ruse. They agree to let Dina marry the
prince, but they make one condition. All
the male members of the town must all be
circumcised. The men of Shechem, seeing
long-term advantages to an alliance with
this neighbouring tribe, agree. The men of
the town are weakened by the operation,
and their pain is most acute on the third day.
That day, Shimon and Levi enter the town
and kill the entire male population. They
rescue Dina and bring her home. The other
brothers then plunder the town.
Jacob is horrified by their actions. “You
have made me odious to the people of the
land,” he says. (Gen. 34:30) What then were
we supposed to do, ask the two brothers?
“Should we have left our sister to be treated
like a prostitute?” With that rhetorical question, the episode ends and the narrative
moves elsewhere. But Jacob’s horror at the
action of his sons does not end there. He
returns to it on his deathbed, and in effect
curses them:
“Simeon and Levi are brothers—

their swords are weapons of violence.
Let me not enter their council,
let me not join their assembly,
for they have killed men in their anger
and hamstrung oxen as they pleased.
Cursed be their anger, so fierce,
and their fury, so cruel!
I will scatter them in Jacob
and disperse them in Israel. (Gen. 49:5-7)
The story of Dina is an extraordinary
passage. It seems to lack any kind of moral
message. No one comes out of it well.
Shechem, the prince, would seem to be
the chief villain. It was he who abducted
and raped Dina in the first place. Hamor,
his father, fails to reprimand him or order
Dina’s release. Shimon and Levi are guilty
of a horrendous act of violence. The other
brothers engage in looting the town. Jacob
seems passive throughout. He neither acts
nor instructs his sons on how to act. Even
Dina herself seems at best to have been
guilty of carelessness in going out into what
was clearly a dangerous neighbourhood
– recall that both Abraham and Isaac, her
grandfather and great grandfather, had
feared for their own lives because of the
lawlessness of the times.
Who was in the right and who in the
wrong are left conspicuously undecided in
the text. Jacob condemns his sons, but his
sons reject the criticism.
This debate continued and was taken up
by two of the greatest Rabbis in the Middle
Ages. Maimonides takes the side of Shimon
and Levi. They were justified in what they
did, he says. The other members of the town
saw what Shechem had done, knew that he
was guilty of a crime, and yet they neither
brought him to court nor rescued the girl.
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They were therefore accomplices in his
guilt. What Shechem had done was a capital
crime, and by sheltering him the townspeople were implicated. This is, incidentally,
a fascinating ruling since it suggests that
for Maimonides the rule that “all Israel
are responsible for one another” (Shevuot
39a) is not restricted to Israel. It applies to
all societies. As Isaac Arama was to write
in the fifteenth century, any crime known
about and allowed to continue ceases to be
an offence of individuals only and becomes
a sin of the community as a whole.
Nahmanides disagrees (in his commentary to Gen. 34:13). The principle of collective
responsibility does not, in his view, apply to
non-Jewish societies. The Noahide covenant
requires every society to set up courts of law,
but it does not imply that a failure to prosecute a wrongdoer involves all members of
the society in a capital crime.
The debate continues today among Bible
scholars. Two in particular subject the story
to close literary analysis: Meir Sternberg in
his The Poetics of Biblical Narrative and
Rabbi Elchanan Samet in his studies on the
parsha. They too arrive at conflicting conclusions. Sternberg argues that the text is
critical of Jacob for both his inaction and his
criticism of his sons for acting. Samet sees
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the chief culprits as Shechem and Hamor.
Both point out, however, the remarkable
fact that the text deliberately deepens the
moral ambiguity by refusing to portray even
the apparent villains in an unduly negative
light. Consider the chief wrongdoer, the
young prince Shechem. The text tells us that
“his heart was drawn to Dina, daughter of
Jacob; he loved the young woman and spoke
tenderly to her. And Shechem said to his
father Hamor, ‘Get me this girl as my wife.’”
(Gen. 34:3-4) Compare this with the description of Amnon, son of King David, who rapes
his half-sister Tamar. That story too is a tale
of bloody revenge. But the text says about
Amnon that after raping Tamar, he “hated
her with intense hatred. In fact, he hated her
more than he had loved her. Amnon said to
her, ‘Get up and get out!’” (2 Samuel 13:15).
Shechem is not like that at all. He falls in love
with Dina and wants to marry her. The king
and the people of the town readily accede
to the Shimon and Levi’s request that they
become circumcised.
Not only does the text not demonise the
people of Shechem, it also does not paint any
of Jacob’s family in a positive light. It uses
the same word - “deceit” (34:13) - of Shimon
and Levi that it has used previously about
Jacob taking Esau’s blessing, and Laban substituting Leah for Rachel. Its description of
all the character - from the gadabout Dina
to her excessively violent rescuers, to the
plundering other brothers and the passive
Jacob - the text seems written deliberately
to alienate our sympathies.
The overall effect is a story with no irredeemable villains and no stainless heroes.
Why then is it told at all? Stories do not
appear in the Torah merely because they

happened. The Torah is not a history book.
It is silent on some of the most important
periods of time. We know nothing, for example, about Abraham’s childhood, or about
thirty-eight of the forty years spent by the
Israelites in the wilderness. Torah means
“teaching”, “instruction”, “guidance”. What
teaching does the Torah want us to draw
from this narrative out of which no one
emerges well?
There is an important thought-experiment devised by Andrew Schmookler,
known as the parable of the tribes. Imagine
a group of tribes living close to one another.
All choose the way of peace except one that
is willing to use violence to achieve its ends.
What happens to the peace-seeking tribes?
One is defeated and destroyed. A second is
conquered and subjugated. A third flees to
some remote and inaccessible place. If the
fourth seeks to defend itself, it too will have
to have recourse to violence. “The irony
is that successful defence against a power-maximising aggressor requires a society
to become more like the society that threatens it. Power can be stopped only by power.”
There are, in other words, four possible
outcomes: [1] destruction, [2] subjugation,
[3] withdrawal, and [4] imitation. “In every
one of these outcomes the ways of power are
spread throughout the system. This is the
parable of the tribes.” Recall that all but one
of the tribes seeks peace and has no desire
to exercise power over its neighbours. Nonetheless, if you introduce a single violent tribe
into the region, violence will eventually
prevail, however the other tribes choose to
respond. That is the tragedy of the human
condition.
As I was writing this essay in the summer
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of 2014, Israel was engaged in a bitter struggle with Hamas in Gaza in which many
people died. The State of Israel had no more
desire to be engaged in this kind of warfare
than did our ancestor Jacob. Throughout
the campaign I found myself recalling the
words earlier in our parsha about Jacob’s
feelings prior to his meeting with Esau:
“Jacob was very afraid and distressed” (Gen.
32:8), about which the Sages said, “Afraid,
lest he be killed, distressed lest he be forced
to kill.” What the episode of Dina tells us is
not that Jacob, or Shimon and Levi, were
right, but rather that there can be situations
in which there is no right course of action;
where whatever you do is wrong; where
every option will involve the abandonment
of some moral principle.
That is Schmookler’s point, that “power
is like a contaminant, a disease, which once
introduced will gradually but inexorably
become universal in the system of competing societies.” Shechem’s single act of
violence against Dina forced two of Jacob’s
sons into violent reprisal, and in the end
everyone was either contaminated or dead.
It is indicative of the moral depth of the
Torah that it does not hide this terrible truth
from us by depicting one side as guilty, the
other as innocent.
Violence defiles us all. It did then. It does
now.
Covenant and Conversation 5782 is kindly
supported by the Maurice Wohl Charitable Foundation in memory of Maurice and
Vivienne Wohl z”l.These weekly teachings from Rabbi Sacks zt"l are part of
the ‘Covenant & Conversation’ series on
the weekly Torah reading. Read more on
www.rabbisacks.org.
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Bakol—
Mikol—Kol
In this week’s parsha we witness the
reunion of Yaakov with his brother Esav.
Yaakov prepares for a potential confrontation, but essentially all goes well. The
brothers offer each other gifts. It is interesting to note the difference in the response
each brother has to receiving gifts. Yaakov
uses the phrase: “yesh li kol” – I have everything, while Esav refers to “yesh li rav”, I
have a lot. The difference between these
two responses is crucial.
Yaakov states that he is satisfied with his
lot. Whatever he owns he views as a gift
from Hashem and he is lacking nothing.
Esav, on the other hand, boasts that he has
an abundance, but he could have more. He
is not satisfied with his massive wealth.
In fact, Yaakov is not the only one of
the Avos that uses the term “kol”. As we
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recite in Birchas hamazon “bakol, mikol
kol” – each of these words relates to our
forefathers (Bava Basra 16b). It is stated
about Avraham “v’Hashem berach es
Avraham bakol”. (Bereshis 24:1). This
statement appears after Sara’s death. One
would have thought that such a statement
referring to being blessed with everything
would appear after mentioning one’s material wealth. It is after suffering a loss, that
the Torah emphasizes, that notwithstanding such a hardship, Avraham still felt
complete.
The word mikol is referred to after
Yitzhak realizes that what he ate was
brought to him by Yaakov and not Esav as
he states: “vayave li va’ochal mikol”. Again,
after a confusing experience, a reference to
being complete.
The term kol is uttered by Yaakov, as
we stated above, when he greets Esav
and seeks to reject his gifts - “yesh li kol”
(Bereshis 33:11), exhibiting satisfaction
with what he was granted.
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As Rav Wolbe once stated, we need to
view our physical possessions through a
spiritual lens. It is easy to have Esav’s attitude and to covet the luxuries that we see
others enjoying. We need to understand
that what we and others enjoy is a gift from
Hashem.
The Chafetz Chaim explains the 10th
commandment in a similar manner. How
can we be commanded not to be jealous of
another? To require that I refrain from a
negative act like stealing or murdering that
is understandable. However, to require
that I don’t think a certain way about
another – how can I control my emotions
in such a manner? The Chafetz Chaim
suggests as follows. If one’s child suddenly
becomes a millionaire, the father would
be proud rather than jealous of his son.
That is because he truly loves his son and
wants what’s best for him. In addition, if
one believes that the wealth was a gift from
Hashem then who are we to second guess
God’s ways?
May we be able to mimic our forefathers and be truly satisfied and happy with
whatever Hashem bestows upon us as well
as those around us. To follow in the footsteps of our forefathers and experience the
attitude of - “bakol, mikol, kol”!
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Precious
Priorities
More than thirty years passed since Yaakov Avinu had last seen his brother Eisav.
Now, as Yaakov is returning to his father’s
house, he reaches out to Eisav with an assertion that seems rather irrelevant. Yaakov
declares that he sojourned, garti, with Lavan
and was delayed in meeting Eisav until this
point (Bereisheet 32;5). Rashi comments that
the word garti carries specific significance; it
has the numerical value of taryag, the number of mitzvot in the Torah. Yaakov is telling
Eisav that he kept the mitzvot and did not
learn from Lavan’s evil ways. How are we
to understand this message? By no means
could Yaakov have kept all 613 mitzvot even
if he had wanted to! Let us look a little deeper
and see how these compelling words hold
much wisdom and direction as to Yaakov’s,
and by extension our, trajectory in this life.
Rashi tells us that Yaakov Avinu particularly used the word shamarti, I guarded, as
opposed to kiyamti, I upheld, to express his
loyalty to mitzvot. Rav Bick in Chayei Moshe
notes here that one who learns about a mitzvah, albeit is unable to do it, is considered to
have been involved in the mitzvah. Thus, for
example, one who says the portion of Karbanot in his morning prayers is considered
to have brought korbanot although he didn’t
24
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bring a physical sacrifice. Similarly, says Rav
Dunner in Mikdash Halevi, the word shamar
connotes hope and anticipation for the
opportunity to do a mitzvah. Yaakov Avinu
kept the mitzvot that he could and waited
with expectancy to fulfill the mitzvot that
he was unable to while living with Lavan.
Yaakov Avinu’s message to Eisav and to us
is clear. A Jew’s attitude toward mitzvah
performance is with anticipation: we view
mitzvot as opportunities! We look forward
and are excited to be an extension of the
Divine by doing as many mitzvot as we can!
Moreover, Yaakov Avinu was telling Esav
that although he lived with Lavan for many
years, he was not influenced by his ways.
Rav Epstein in Sefer Hearot, notes that one
can observe the whole Torah, keep every
letter of the law and simultaneously be a
naval b’reshut haTorah, indulge in physicality and forget his spiritual focus. How is this
message pertinent for Eisav? Rav Grossbard
in Da’at Shraga explains that Yaakov Avinu
was communicating a deep truth to Eisav.
Do not think that you will influence me with
your “brotherly love”! My devotion to Torah
and mitzvot is stronger and more powerful
than your coercion. There will always be
Jews that resist the affection of the gentile
world as they try to kill us with their “love”
and manipulate us to become like them.
Yaakov Avinu specifically used the word
garti to convey his true perspective of his
life’s mission as Rav Roberts in Prism of

Torah points out. A Jew should always view
this world as a temporary dwelling. Yaakov
Avimu knew he was not a toshav, a settled
dweller in olam hazeh. He understood that
living a higher existence requires total
devotion to spiritual purpose and sacred
meaning.
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Yud Tes
Kislev
Rav Pinchas Teitz, zt’l, the legendary
teacher and builder of Torah in Elizabeth,
New Jersey, was one of the influential educators of the generation. A talmid of the
great yeshivos of Ponovezh and Slabodka,
in 1941 Rav Teitz founded a network of
schools, the Jewish Education Center (now
called Rav Teitz Mesivta Academy), and a
Yiddish-language Gemara radio program
called “Daf haShavua” in 1953. His work
made a major impact on world Jewry, as
documented in Learn Torah, Love Torah,
Live Torah, a masterful biography written
by Rav Teitz’s daughter, Dr. Rivka Blau.
Beginning in the early 60’s, at the height
of the Communist empire and under threat
of the merciless KGB and NKVD, Rav Teitz
made twenty two visits to Russia. As the
clandestine activities of Chabad-Lubavitch
had formed the backbone of underground
Jewish life and Torah Judaism there, Rav
Teitz formed a deeply respectful, personal
‘working’ relationship with the Rebbe.

Mazal tov to

Dr Daniel & Sara Berelowitz
and Yisrael & Michal Levin
on the birth of a grandson son to Eliyahu & Hadar
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During those visits to the USSR Rav Teitz
would smuggle tashmishei kedushah, holy
articles such as tefillin and mezuzos for our
oppressed brothers and sisters in the USSR,
often provided by Chabad shluchim.
Rav Yerachmiel Tilles, noted author and
co-founder of the Ascent of Tzfat, relayed
the following story:
One summer, as Rav Teitz was preparing to leave for another trip to Russia, a
Lubavitcher shaliach arrived at his house
with a specific request from the Rebbe, and
delivered a pocket sized Sefer haTanya, the
foundational book of Chabad philosophy,
often referred to as ‘the Written Torah’
of Chassidus. Rav Teitz remarked, ““I was
astonished… To cooperate with the Rebbe
to deliver basic Jewish necessities to the
deprived Jews of Russia was one matter,
but to go with a copy of Tanya in my luggage? To Russia? It seemed unnecessarily
dangerous. The KGB knows very well what
Tanya is. What plausible explanation could
I give if it were detected?”
Nonetheless, without any specific
instructions of what to do with the Tanya,
or who it was intended for, Rav Teitz agreed
to take it. After all, if the Rebbe sent it, he
must have a good reason.
While walking back to his hotel from
the Great Synagogue on the third night of
his stay in Moscow, Rav Teitz was grabbed
by two young men who forced him into
a parked car on a side street. His worst

fears dissipated when they humbly identified themselves as Chabad chasidim and
explained that their roughness was the only
way they could discuss urgent matters with
him safely. Both had major life decisions to
make, and wanted Rav Teitz to deliver their
messages to the Lubavitcher Rebbe.
The older chasid had just found out
that he might be in imminent danger —
the KGB was actively pursuing him — and
he wanted to know whether the Rebbe
thought he should flee Moscow and move
to another city, or remain and continue
working on spreading Torah there.
The younger chasid wanted the Rebbe’s
advice whether he should apply for an emigration visa to Israel. He yearned for Eretz
Yisrael, but publicly expressing a desire to
leave Russia came with tremendous risk,
and he currently held an excellent position

Pesach 2022

as an engineer, from which he would be
fired as soon as he applied for a visa.
Rav Teitz was very moved by the mesirus nefesh, self-sacrifice and dedication of
the two chasidim. He promised to memorize their names and pose their questions
for the Rebbe, as having a paper with
such information would be too dangerous. When Rav Teitz mentioned that he
happened to have a copy of Sefer Tanya
that the Rebbe asked him to bring along,
they begged for the opportunity to see it.
Their excitement was palpable as Rav Teitz
removed the pocket sized Tanya from his
coat. What a zechus to hold a sefer that less
than a week ago had been in the Rebbe’s
own holy hands!
While caressing the book, the older
chasid gasped in amazement. Too excited
to speak, he pointed to what he had
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uncovered: there was a knietch! The top
corner of page 323 had been folded down,
slightly crimped, surely deliberately marking a spot. His eyes grew wide when he
read the very first words on that page:
שהשעה דחוקה לו ביותר ואי אפשר לו בשום פנים
ואופן להמתין
“. . . He is extremely pressed for time, and
finds it utterly impossible to delay . . .”
“That’s it! That’s my answer from the
Rebbe!” he cried, visibly shaking with emotion, “The Rebbe is telling me to hurry and
escape from Moscow!”
The younger chasid then began to
examine the pocket-sized Tanya, fervently
hoping to discover another kneitch. As he
carefully turned each page he noticed that
near the end of chapter 29, on page 74,
another corner was folder over, marking
the page which began with two words:
להיכנס לארץ
“...to enter the Land”
“That’s the answer for me! I should
apply to make aliyah to the Holy Land right
now!”
The next morning, the older chasid left
Moscow with his family, and the younger
chasid applied for his exit visa. Indeed, the
Rebbe had good reason to send the sefer.
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This week is Yud Tes (19th day of) Kislev, the celebration of the release of the
Alter Rebbe, Reb Shneur Zalman of Liadi,
the author of Sefer haTanya, from prison.
More than just a day that remembers the
personal liberation of the Alter Rebbe, Yud
Tes Kislev marks a turning point in Jewish history. Just two years prior, the Alter
Rebbe’s first publication of Sefer haTanya
had made many of the previously inaccessible, abstract concepts of Kabbalah and
philosophy comprehensible and practically applicable, marking the beginnings
of a new era in the spread of Chasidus.
Yet this publication also brought fierce
opposition. The Alter Rebbe understood
his unjust arrest and imprisonment to
be part of this spiritual backlash, and his
spontaneous exoneration and liberation as
a sign that the gates were open to spread
the wellsprings of these teachings on an
unprecedented scale.
In many ways, Yud Tes Kislev is considered the “Rosh Hashanah of Chasidus”,
a sort of ‘birthday’ for this revolutionary
movement of spiritual awakening and
growth, which, over time, has enabled
countless people to access a deeper and
more personal connection to Hashem.
The Alter Rebbe made his intention
clear, that in writing the Tanya he was providing an opportunity for every reader to
enter into yechidus with him, to enjoy a
private meeting and receive personal guidance and insight from the teachings within.
If each of us will open our hearts and
eyes, and muster some measure of the emunah of a true chasid, there is no doubt that
there will be a special kneitch waiting for
us.
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Real Life Rescues
Fighting To Save A Life Until The Sun
Comes Up

1221

Ashdod- At around 2:30 a.m. on Monday morning, a 92-year-old man fell unconscious in his
bedroom on Ha-Etsel street in Ashdod. His son heard the loud “boom” and ran over to see what
happened. As soon as he saw his father lying on the floor he called United Hatzalah to send help.
He performed CPR as instructed by the dispatcher on the phone while he waited for the trained
EMTs to arrive and take over.
Three United Hatzalah volunteer EMTs, all of whom were in different places at the time of the
incident, received the alert and responded in order to try to save the life of the unconscious
man.
Eliyahu Lavi was sitting at the gas station with some of his friends having snacks and a hot drink
to wrap up the day. Both Dor Friedman and Issac Rotner were in their separate homes about to
go to sleep.
Dor arrived around three minutes after receiving the call and ran up the stairs to the apartment.
The man’s son opened the door and directed him towards his father’s bedroom while explaining
to Dor what had happened.
Dor checked the man for vital signs and found that he was still breathless and without a pulse.
The EMT pulled on a pair of sterile gloves and reported to the dispatch center that he will be
starting resuscitation. No more than a minute later the two other EMTs, Eliyahu and Issac, arrived
at the scene along with an intensive care ambulance and its team of EMTs and paramedics.
“In emergencies such as this one, where there are enough EMTs and paramedics taking control
of the situation, I usually like to take a step back so as not to get in the way and do more bad than
good,” said Eliyahu, “When necessary, I’ll help the paramedics or swap out the tired EMTs and
perform CPR. I will sometimes collect the garbage by the scene and keep everything tidy so it
will be easier for the medics. The job of an EMT in an emergency isn’t limited to directly treating
the patient, we need to know when to assist and when enough people are assisting, then do
other helpful jobs that will facilitate easier and faster treatment at the scene.”
Together the team performed the resuscitation operations that include chest compressions and
administering medications through an IV.
After about half an hour of this process, they
succeeded in bringing the man’s pulse back
and stabilizing him enough to be transported
to the hospital in critical but stable condition.
“I am so relieved that we succeeded in
stabilizing the man’s condition,” said Dor,
“I hope he recovers fully and quickly in the
hospital. Saving a life in the early morning is
the greatest way to start the day.”
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GEULAS YISRAEL
BY RABBI MOSHE TARAGIN
Ram, Yeshivat Har Eztion

A Mad Dash
for the Sideline
of History
The frightening standoff has ended.
Confronting Esav and his four hundred
warriors, Ya’akov skillfully averts a violent
catastrophe. No blood is shed as the rival
brothers reach a rapprochement. Esav,
now playing the role of loving brother,
even offers to partner with his younger
brother by accompanying his journey, but
Ya’akov defers, pledging to reunite “down
the road”. This is the best outcome anyone
could have hoped for and, as Esav departs,
everyone breathes a sigh of relief.
Free from the threat of Esav, Ya’akov
and his family turn their focus inward, to
the project of settling the Land of Israel
and of achieving a long- desired peace.
Despite his best hopes, Ya’akov’s tranquility is interrupted by two disasters. First,
Dinah is raped, as violence quickly engulfs
the entire region, threatening Ya’akov’s
standing with his new neighbors. Subsequently, Ya’akov’s beloved wife Rachel
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passes during childbirth and is buried
along the roadside.
Bearing the grief of these dual calamities, Ya’akov is determined to put down
roots in his Homeland. He will preserve
Avraham’s legacy and steer his family into
nationhood. This historical mission eventually draws him to an Egyptian exile.
History has set Ya’akov’s course toward
slavery in Egypt. The misfortunes of Vayishlach are, in essence, the quiet before the
storm. The next few hundred years will
challenge him and his family in ways that
were unimaginable in Vayishlach, when
they “merely” wrestled with local aggression and the death of a wife. Rough waters
lie ahead for Ya’akov and his family.
Before chronicling the final stages of
Ya’akov’s life, the Torah catalogues the
genealogy of Esav. The final section of
parshat Vayishlach lists Esav’s family and
his military officers. Stylistically, it is logical for the Torah to “briefly” account for
Esav’s family and culture before returning
to the narrative of Ya’akov and the arch
of Jewish history. A brief family tree of
Esav’s “clan” is expected and more than
appropriate.
Surprisingly, forty-three pesukim later,
we have been ‘treated’ to an exhaustive
list of Esav’s children, grandchildren and
concubines. If that weren’t enough, we
also endure an exhaustive list of unfamiliar Edomite military leaders. Afterwards,

the Torah supplies a painstaking registry of the future residents of the Sei’ir
region – names of unknown and historically irrelevant people. All this is topped
off by an almost humorous archive of
Edomite kings. We even learn of a king
named Chanan the son of a  עכבורor of a
rat. By the way, his wife, named Meihatav’el, was the daughter of Matreid and the
granddaughter of Mei Zahav. Forty-three
pesukim about “nothing”! Why does the
Torah waste precious words for what
appears to be irrelevant nonsense? Is the
grandfather of an unknown queen central to the Torah’s interests? What is the
Torah’s larger purpose in supplying this
rambling list?
The answer is encoded in two pesukim
at the beginning of this long-winded section. The Torah describes a mysterious
voyage of Esav and his entourage: departing the land of Kena’an for destinations
unknown. The Torah doesn’t identify
their destination – just that they head to
an “eretz” or a “land”. To make matters
more cryptic, the Torah pins Esav’s unexplained journey to his brother Ya’akov.
Esav travels to an unnamed eretz מפני
יעקב אחיו. Somehow, Esav’s journey was
prompted by Ya’akov. The literal reading
of the Torah indicates that the two brothers possess too much wealth and too many
cattle to live together. Seeking open spaces
and available pasture lands Esav traveled
“away” from Ya’akov.
However, it appears that Esav’s journey was prompted by deeper causes and
Chazal fill in the blanks. Esav wasn’t just
traveling away from his brother- he was
frantically fleeing the Land of Israel.
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He was fully aware of the great benefits
of life in Israel but was terrified by the
steep costs. Inhabiting the Land of Israel
demands “buying in” to Hashem’s historical Covenant. Ya’akov embraced this
Covenant and its mission, possessing
the shoulders broad enough to bear this
weight without being crushed. The great
gift of Israel can only be secured through
centuries of Egyptian exile and even more
centuries of historical struggle afterward.
As Esav couldn’t imagine embracing this
struggle, he waived his rights to the Land,
surrendering the glory and splendor of
the promised Land. He fled - מפני יעקב
- because he was unwilling to bear the historical mission which Ya’akov accepted.
The exact land where Esav was heading to
is inconsequential- he was merely running
away from Israel and away from historical
mission. He had no particular destination
in mind- just a quick exit from the historical plains of Israel. He craved the quiet of
suburbia- protected from dusty historical
battles. Beckoned by polished malls and
manicured lawns, Esav made a mad dash
for the sidelines of history.
Detailing the descendants of Esav is the
Torah’s manner of effectively, wiping Esav
of the map of history. Esav’s bore children,
married wives and coronated generals
and monarchs – but bolted from historical mission. Having swept Esav aside, the
Torah now continues the chronicles of
Ya’akov and the book of historical destiny.
The Torah “wastes” forty-three pesukim
erasing Esav from the book of redemptive
history.
The Esav challenge resurfaces throughout history. Life in Israel holds great
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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promise and great glory, inviting us to
shape the future and to author the final
chapters of history. However, the ticket for
admission into this theater is expensive.
The Land of Hashem will not easily be
conquered. It lies beyond human proportion. Subconsciously, every human being
on this planet senses that history began
atop the mountain in Yerushalayim and
will conclude there. Sensing this they are
reluctant to allow us to settle this ground
without struggle. Life on the sidelines of
history is quieter that upon the battlefield
of history. Do we embrace the struggle for
this parcel of Heaven lodged on Earth? Are
we up the challenge? Or, do we make our
own mad dash for the safety of suburbia?
Esav balked and was written out of history. Hopefully we don’t make that same
mistake.
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OU KASHRUT
RABBI EZRA FRIEDMAN
PAGE BY
Director, The Gustave & Carol Jacobs Center
for Kashrut Education

Planting in
Pots during
Shemitah
One of the four biblical prohibitions
during shemitah is planting. The prohibition to plant includes all types of produce,
whether grains, fruit trees or vegetables.
(Additionally, all other types of planting,
such as flowers and ornamentals, are
rabbinically prohibited.) This prohibition
includes planting in the ground, as well as
in an outdoor pot, whether it is sealed on
the bottom or not (see Ma’adnei Eretz 4).
Additionally, there are other actions that
are considered halachically equivalent to
planting that will be explained in the current article.
Changing the status of an outdoor
potted plant
As discussed in previous articles, there is
a halachic difference between a perforated
pot (atzitz nakuv) and a non-perforated pot
(atzitz sh’eino nakuv). According to halacha, a perforated pot is considered as if it
is connected to the ground (according to
some, biblically, and according to others,
rabbinically). A non-perforated pot is not
considered connected to the ground. As
such, plants in non-perforated pots are
only obligated in the laws of shemitah on a
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minimal level (see Sefer Hashemitah p.15)
Initially, it would seem that such plants
should be completely exempt from the
laws of shemitah, as they are in no way
connected to the ground. However, since
people might confuse the two types of
plants, our Sages decreed that we treat a
non-perforated pot like a perforated one
regarding certain laws of shemitah (see
Ridbaz Kilaim 5:9).
Due to the fact that a perforated pot
is considered connected to the earth, it
is strictly prohibited to turn a non-perforated planter into a perforated one. Such
an action would be considered planting on
shemitah (Mishpitei Eretz 8:9). Note, however, that this halacha pertains to plants
that are outside on soil. Changing the status
of a potted plant on cement or indoors will
be discussed in future articles.
Changing the status of a plant from
eino nakuv to atzitz nakuv can take various
forms. For example, making a small hole
the size that a small root can creep through
is prohibited. Moving a plant with or without its soil from a sealed pot to a non-sealed
pot is also prohibited.
Putting a perforated pot over a plate
renders the pot halachically non-perforated, as it severs the connection between
the holes and the ground. Thus, removing
the plate and putting the pot on the soil is
also prohibited, since the pot reverts back
to its original status of nakuv and it is as if

The OU Israel Gustave & Carol Jacobs Center for Kashrut Education was created to raise awareness
and educate the public in all areas of Kashrut in Israel. Rabbi Ezra Friedman, a Rabbinic Field
Representative for the OU is the Center's director.

its contents are being planted during shemitah (Minchat Shlomo 1:41).
Moving or dragging a perforated pot
Rav Menachem Meiri (an early authority from the 13th century) rules that picking
up a plant in a perforated pot and then
moving it to another area of the soil is
prohibited, since it is considered replanting. His ruling appears in the context of
laws of Shabbat, although he adds that
this would obviously apply to shemitah, as
well. Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach was
lenient regarding the movement of perforated pots from one location on the soil to
another. He cites several reasons why this
should be permitted. One reason is that
when one is moving the potted plant, there
is no real intent of replanting and as such,
one may be lenient. He also adds that since
the action is not taking place in the soil, but
rather on the plant in a pot, which itself is
only a rabbinic decree of planting, such
movement of the pot from place to place
does not look like a form of prohibited
labor (see Shulchan Shlomo p.96-97).
A similar question arises regarding
dragging a perforated pot from one place to
another in the garden. Rav Nissim Karelitz
(Chut Shani 1:6) and others (see Mishpitei
Eretz 8:10) prove that even according to the
opinions that lifting and then putting down
a potted plant is prohibited, dragging is
certainly permitted. Rav Karelitz explains
that since the ground is always directly

in contact with the pot while it is being
dragged, it is not considered replanting.
Note that we have just discussed the
moving or dragging of perforated pots over
soil. Non-perforated pots that are sealed on
the bottom have no issue of being moved
from place to place on soil.
In summary:
•
Planting produce or any other
plants in an outdoor perforated or
non-perforated container is strictly
prohibited during shemitah.
•
Making a hole in the sealed pot of
an outdoor plant changes its status
and is prohibited during shemitah.
•
It is prohibited to remove a plate
from under a perforated pot,
thereby connecting it with the soil.
•
Moving a garden plant from a
non-perforated pot to a perforated
one is prohibited during shemitah.
•
Moving or dragging a perforated
pot from one place to another, even
on soil, is permitted.

Kashrut Questions in Israel?
Call or Whatsapp Rabbi Friedman at
050-200-4432

donated by Marion & Michael Silman

Ita Rochel 02-560-9125
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IN TRIBUTE TO
CHAZZAN BINYAMIN
GLICKMAN Z"L
13 MARCHESHVAN 5782

David Katz serves as the CFO
of OU Israel. This week he
shares with us a wonderful
tribute to a beloved mentor
who impacted his life.
Torah Tidbits thanks David Katz for sharing these touching words with our readership.

Shabbat Morning,  י”ז באייר תשכ”ז,ל”ב לעומר,
(May 27,1966) was the day I made my first
appearance on stage as a member of the
Beth Jacob Congregation Boys’ Choir, conducted by my beloved mentor Chazzan
Binyamin Glickman ז”ל.
The mere fact that I so vividly remember that day, over 55 years ago, proves to me
what an important day that was in my life.
To me, it was the day “I made it to the big
leagues” as they say in baseball lingo.
Chazzan Glickman  ז”לpassed away a few
weeks ago on  י”ג מרחשווןand I need a way to
do something that now I am unable to do, to
thank him from the bottom of my  נשמהfor
what he taught me and for the meaning that
he added to my life.
I call R’ Binyamin  ז”לmy Rebbi,
because he taught me to love the part of

my Jewish Life that I frequent most often,
Tefila. Through his Nusach and melodies,
he made each Tefila special in its own right.
Each tune had a unique association with
a specific Yom Tov or life cycle event. The
Kaddish he sang on Pesach was different
than the one he sang on Shabbat and the
tune he sang for  מי שעשה ניסים לאבותינוin
Birkat Hachodesh was a heads-up for the
upcoming Chag of the new month. He was
adamant that a section of davening that
spoke about a major theme like Malchiyot
and Shofarot, required a major themed melody while an emotional and compassionate
Tefila, like Zichronot, required a minor and
softer melody. This simple, but cardinal rule
assisted me in understanding Tefilot better.
He bemoaned and cringed at Baalei Tefillah
that made their davening into a Chassidic
Song Festival. Nusach was Kadosh and those
who desecrated it were scorned upon. (Not
publicly of course but his body language told
it all.)
The story we would relive together when
we saw each other was the time he brought
me back from choir practice, in his blue
Rambler, dropping me off across the street
from my house. As I got out of the car and

GET FIT WHILE YOU SIT:
Exercise for ladies

Join us on Sundays 12:35-1:20pm
at the OU Israel Center
Sura Faecher 0504153239
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saw my mother  ע”הsitting in our breakfast
room watching me cross, I began to run
across the street, not noticing the oncoming car. As soon as I started to cross, the
car hit me and knocked me to the ground.
I was down for about three seconds, got up
and continued to run across the street as if
nothing had happened. I don’t remember
Chazzan Glickman’s reaction then, all I
know was I was fine and wanted to tell my
mother what transpired at choir practice.
At 11 and a half years old, I was still in
the choir, and on Selichot night I was given
the solo of הנשמה לך. As I tried to hit the high
note of the piece, I cracked, plain and simple my voice cracked. The next day Chazzan
Glickman took me to his voice teacher, Dr
Bachrach, who concluded that my voice was
changing and that I should be relieved of
my choir duties for the next 2 years. Almost
exactly two years later, in the summer, a few
weeks before the Yamim HaNoraim, Chazzan Glickman called me and asked me to
meet with him. At the meeting he handed
me a cassette and said that it was a recording of Mussaf for Rosh Hashana and Yom
Kippur and that he wanted me to be the
Chazzan at the Bnei Akiva Minyan for the
Yamim HaNoraim. In retrospect, that was
the greatest gift that anyone has ever given
me, the chance and responsibility to be a
Shaliach Tzibur on the Yamim HaNoraim,
something that, thanks to him, I never take
lightly. The Tefilot as a choir member for
Yamim HaNoraim were obviously different
than the rest of the year. For these Tefilot,
we had a designated conductor, Dr Stuart
Venner, as opposed to the other Shabbat and
Holiday choir performances where Chazzan
Glickman himself would also conduct us. I

077-2050015
052-2678749

Meir Golan

Meir
Golan

Oldwww.golan-realestate.net
Katamon: 4-room apartment in a small and quiet street, 101
sqm, renovated, very bright and airy, master bedroom, Safe room
(mamad), sukkah balcony, view, elevator, 3,400,000 NIS

Old Katamon: 4-room apartment, 95sqm, sukkah

Oldbalcony,
Katamonbeautiful
: 4-room apartment,
90 sqm, well split,
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airy,
panoramic
view,
Shabbat
elevator,
sukkah balcony facing a magnificent panoramic view, 3 exp. Shabbat
elevator, parking, 3,290,000 NIS

private parking, 3,290,000 NIS

5-room
apartment, 130sqm, Sukkah
OldRechavia:
Katamon: Spacious
3-room apartment in a very quiet street, 75

balconies, 4 exposures, elevator, small & quiet building
5,000,000 NIS
Katamonim: 4 room duplex, 105sqm, beautifully
architecturally renovated, 16sqm sukkah balcony, master
bedroom, private large attic with potential 2,890,000 NIS
Ramat Denya: 6 room duplex garden apartment,
158sqm + large attic, terrace, 2 covered parking spaces,
very bright, view, potential for significant expansion
5,500,000 NIS
German Colony: 3.5 rooms, 85sqm, first floor, spacious,
balcony, 3,300,000 NIS
Old Katamon: 4-room garden apartment, 90sqm,
2 master units, sukkah balcony, storage, 3,600,000NIS
Baka: 4-room apartment, 82sqm, renovated, balcony,
elevator, Mamad, storage 2,700,000 NIS
Baka: 3-room apartment, 80sqm, renovated, nice view,
elevator, parking, 2,350,000 NIS

sqm, sukkah balcony facing a green and pastoral view, 3 exp. Shabbat
elevator, private parking, storeroom, 2,690,000 NIS

am assuming that Chazzan Glickman felt
that he could not concentrate with proper
Kavana on the Tefilot of the Yamim HaNoaraim if he needed to also conduct. He was
greater than life on the Yamim HaNoraim
and I watched in awe during his rendition
of the Tefilot. I especially noticed the tear he
shed while reciting הנני העני ממעש. To me, this
meant he was the real thing
Thanks to Chazzan Glickman, my life is
full of שירה וניגונים. His passion for Tefila and
how it is supposed to be offered and presented in the Beit Knesset has been a guiding
light for me and my family.
People have often asked me where I
learned to daven the way I do and it is with
great pride and humility I tell them that I
learned from best, from Chazzan Binyamin
Glickman.
.תהא נשמתו צרורה בצרור החיים
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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SIMCHAT SHMUEL

BY RABBI SAM SHOR

Program Director, OU Israel Center

P

arshat VaYishlach contains within
it the powerful account of Yaakov
Avinu wrestling with the mysterious Ish, on the night before he is to re-engage
with his brother Eisav. The pasuk tells us:
Vivateir Yaakov Levado, VaYaaveik Ish
Imo, Ad Alot HaShachar- And Yaakov was
alone, and a man wrestled with him, until
the light of dawn.
There are many questions and powerful
messages that are connected to this verse,
but I’d like to specifically address, how could
it be, that Yaakov, who is traveling with an
entourage of more than 400 people and
herds of cattle and sheep, is suddenly left
alone?
Rashi, quoting the Gemara in Chulin,
says that Yaakov had forgotten some small
jars or canisters, and he left his entourage to
retrieve those jars.
Rabbeinu Bechaya takes this idea a step
further. He says our verse could be read
or understood slightly differently, al tikra
levado, eleh lekado- Do not read that Yaakov
was alone, rather that he went to retrieve
a specific jar or canister that he possessed.
What exactly was this specific canister that Yaakov Avinu suddenly went to
retrieve?

Rabbi Meir Horowitz, the Imrei Noam
of Dzhikov, zy’a, offers a very novel explanation. The Rebbe explains that this special
container was a jar of olive oil, but not just
any jar of olive oil.
Noach sent forth a yona- a dove to see
if the waters of the flood had subsided. Of
course, this yona returned to the teiva, with
an olive branch in its beak. The olives from
the branch that Noach received from the
dove were made into pure olive oil. The oil
was given to Noach’s first born son, Shem.
Shem, otherwise known as Malchitzedek,
whom the Torah describes as a Kohein to
the Almighty Hashem! Malchitzedek/Shem
sealed this little jar of oil and gave it to Avraham as a gift. Avraham, in turn, handed it
over to Yitzchak who passed it down to
Yaakov. According to our sages, Yaakov
forgot some small jars and returned to
retrieve them. One of these jars was the
oil from the dove that returned to the
teiva. Yaakov prophetically hid this oil at
the site of the Beit Hamikdash and laid
the foundations for the miracle of Chanuka. This is the oil that originated with
the dove, the symbol of peace.
Yaakov Avinu , even as he feels alone, as

URGENT APPEAL!
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Second Hand "Bimba" vehicle
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Call Menachem Persoff: 050-570-1067
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he is about to encounter his brother Eisav,
with great trepidation, realizes through his
ruach hakodesh, that he has arrived at the
sacred space where the future Beit HaMikdash will stand, and he suddenly realizes
that he must place that small jar of oil that
has been handed down to him, and hide
it safely away, so that one day, the Chashmonaim, will find this oil, and miraculously
restore the light of Torah in the world,
through the nes pach hashemen.
May each of us aspire to emulate Yaakov Avinu, to have the capacity in trying
times to similarly look inward, and rather
than feeling alone, find the ability to see the
potential light we might bring forth to the
world. May we find the fortitude to push
forward and bring continued goodness
into our lives and the lives of others, and
for subsequent generations.

www.hemed-nadlan.co.il
www.hemed-nadlan.co.il
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RABBI AARON Editor, Torah Tidbits
GOLDSCHEIDER

Rabbi
Soloveitchik’s
Chanukah
Lessons (P. 1)
Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik once quipped
that Chanukah has had great fortune, or
mazel, that other holidays and even the
Shabbat are not lucky enough to enjoy.
“Everything depends on luck, mazel, even
the Torah scroll in the ark” (Zohar 3:134a
[Parshat Naso]). There is an attraction that
Jews from every spectrum have for the Festival of Lights. (Days of Deliverance, p. 125)
1) Detecting Its Truth
The Rav shared the following Chassidic
tale in connection to Chanukah: There were
two Chassidic rebbes- brothers, Reb Zusha
of Annopol and Reb Elimelech of Lezhinsk.
They were once assaulted by a band of
peasants while traveling. The peasants beat
R. Zusha soundly, while they left R. Elimelech alone. At the inn later that night, while
the brothers were reciting their evening
prayers, R. Elimelech began to weep. Reb
Zusha called out to his brother to reassure
him: “Why are you crying, dear brother?
Don’t worry about me. My wounds don’t
hurt very much.” “No, that’s not why I
am crying, “ answered R. Elimelech. “I’m
52
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crying because they didn’t beat me too.
They beat you because they could detect
your godliness which they hate. Apparently, they didn’t see any godliness in me;
probably there is something not-Jewish in
me. That is why I am crying.” (Ibid., p. 127)
The Rav chose this tale to emphasize
the need to identify the authentic message
and true lessons of Chanukah. Unless one
looks closely, the message can easily be
missed. To cite a most blatant example, the
Rav referred to communities of Jews who
will sing the Ma’oz Tzur which praises
the Chashmonaim, who fought for Shabbat observance, and at the same time be
lighting their candles on the Shabbat of
Chanukah while transgressing the Shabbat
with their lighting. Clearly, this kind of celebration misses the purpose of the festival.
(Ibid. p. 126)
2) Genuine Fulfillment
Rabbi Soloveitchik said that observance
of mitzvot often necessitates that they be
fulfilled in a twofold manner. There is the
technical performance, what the Rav called
Maaseh Hamitzvah, which consists of lighting a candle. A second layer, is what the Rav
referred to as Kiyyum Hamitzvah, or, the
genuine fulfilment in terms of its meaning
and its experiential imprint. This imperative holds true regarding the mitzvah of
lighting the menorah.

רפואה שלמה דוד חנוך בן יהודית איטה

Ever meticulous in interpreting every
word of the Rambam, the Rav argued
that this idea emerges from the ruling in
his Mishneh Torah. The Rambam writes
that we light the menorah with the intent
le’harot u’legalot, in order to publicize and
give expression to the miracle (Hilchot
Chanukah 3:3). What was the Rambam
suggesting by employing this unusual
phrase? Apparently lighting the candles
of Chanukah requires explanation and
interpretation. By kindling the candles
one tells the story to all who take notice of
the Chanukah lights. But that is not sufficient. “In spite of the fact that one has been
acquainted with the events of Chanukah
since childhood, by lighting the candle each
year, one deepens and widens his knowledge, discovering new aspects and gaining
more insights.” (Days of Deliverance, p.
169)
In order to fulfill the mitzvah of lighting in the fullest sense one must search
for the festival’s true depth and reveal its
relevance.
3) An Eternal Hope
What lesson must Chanukah impart?
Strikingly, the Rav answered this question
by citing a Chassidic teaching regarding
a certain custom observed at the Pesach
Seder.
“It is said that at one Passover Seder, R.
Mendele of Kotzk offered an answer to the
well-known question, Why does the Shulchan Aruch (Orach Chaim 473:4) insist that
an egg be taken to symbolize the Chagiga
sacrifice? Why do we not follow Maimonides’ position (Hilchot Chametz u-Matzah
8:1) of using a type of meat as the symbol
of the Chagiga?
continued on next page...
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An egg, R. Mendele said, has two components. First, it is itself a good food, a source
of protein that is easy to digest. But apart
from its important dietary uses, the egg
has a higher component - in it lies a future
life; it is the mysterious source of a future
creature. Passover also has two components: it celebrates an amazing victory over
Pharoah and the freeing of slaves. But concealed within the deliverance of Egypt lies
the eternity of Israel, its eternal hope that
will be realized in the future redemption.
The egg symbolizes not only the Passover of
Egypt, the temporary redemption, but the
Passover of the generations to come, the
future redemption, the everlasting meaning of redemption.” (Ibid., p 130)
Chanukah celebrates not only the great
salvation and miracles of that time but it
holds within it an eternal message of future
redemption and the rebuilding of the third
Temple.
In this context the Rav draws our attention to the language we recite in the Al
Hanisim which is added to our prayers all
eight days of the holiday. The greatness
of Chanukah, says the Rav, consists not
so much in the importance of the miracle
that occurred ba’yamim ha’hem, in the days
of yore, over two thousand years ago, but

most importantly ba’zman ha’zeh, in our
time, in the ancient miracle for the hereand-now. (Ibid., p. 131)

CHESED FUND

Important Announcement!
As of 1st December 2021,
the Chesed Fund will be transferred to
a registered non-profit Amutah (NGO)
– “CHESED YITZCHAK VESHEINDEL”
(#58964647).
· Be”h we shall continue to assist all
the needy people served by the
Chesed Fund these last 15 years.
· Donors will now receive tax benefits
according to Se’if 46
of the Israeli Tax Code.
· Menachem Persoff will continue to
oversee the Fund
as a board member of the Amutah.
Please continue to support
this holy cause!
Checks should now be made out to:
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FROM THE VIRTUAL DESK OF THE

OU VEBBE REBBE
RAV DANIEL MANN

Taking
Medicine
to Facilitate
Mitzvot
Question: [This is my question.] Last
Friday, I developed minor nasal issues,
resembling my allergies, but uncommon
for me in the fall. I woke up at night, sneezing. I reasoned that if I am not sure it is
allergies, I should stay home until I can
rule out Covid (even though I am fully vaccinated and was without other symptoms).
I would miss shul and have a problem with
scheduled guests (disinvite? stay in my
room?). I figured that if I take my allergy
medicine and wake up symptom-free, I can
assume it was allergies. Was I permitted to
take it (nasal spray) on Shabbat?
Answer: It is Rabbinically prohibited to
have medical treatment (refuah) on Shabbat (Shabbat 111a; Shulchan Aruch, Orach
Chayim 328:1) out of concern that this
may lead him to violate Shabbat, e.g., by
grinding herbs. However, just as there are
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dispensations for one who is truly sick, even
if it is not life threatening (choleh she’ein bo
sakana =csebs) to have things done that are
usually forbidden on Shabbat (see Shulchan
Aruch, Orach Chayim 328:17), so too the prohibition of refuah is waived (Rama ad loc. 37;
see Orchot Shabbat 20:(149)).
There is also leniency in the other
direction. Sometimes a health-minded
action is not considered medicinal, either
because there is no “halachic malady” or
because the action is not similar enough
to the prohibition. (Details/distinctions are
complex – see Shulchan Aruch, OC 328 and
Shemirat Shabbat K’hilchata 34.) However, nose drops/spray for nasal issues are
halachically medicinal (Shemirat Shabbat
K’hilchata 34:10).
Seasonal allergies do not usually rise
to the level of csebs, which is described as
someone who is forced into bed by the illness (Shulchan Aruch ibid.), but is called
meichush. While literal time in bed may not
be critical (see Shemirat Shabbat K’hilchata
33:1), it still conveys a level of severity well
beyond what I experienced.
One can raise grounds for leniency. The
goal was not to solve a problem of allergies but to rule out a concern for Corona
and allow normalcy. In contrast, the logic
of issur refuah is that one whose mind is
focused on healing his malady may forget
to not avoid violating Shabbat in the process (see Rif, Shabbat 24b; Eglei Tal, Tochen

The Orthodox Union - via its website - fields questions of all types in areas of kashrut,
Jewish law and values. Some of them are answered by Eretz Hemdah, the Institute for
Advanced Jewish Studies, Jerusalem, headed by Rav Yosef Carmel and Rav Moshe
Ehrenreich, founded by HaRav Shaul Yisraeli zt”l, to prepare rabbanim and dayanim to
serve the National Religious community in Israel and abroad. Ask the Rabbi is a joint
venture of the OU, Yerushalayim Network, Eretz Hemdah... and OU Israel’s Torah Tidbits.

16). Rav M. Feinstein (Igrot Moshe, Yoreh
Deah IV, 13) allowed a “healthy asthmatic”
to take medicine to prevent an attack while
exerting himself walking to shul, because
he was not suffering when he took the
medicine, so it is dissimilar to the classic
concern. This could apply to our case as
well. However, while my main motivation
was for something external, I also would
have used the spray, during the week, to
alleviate the likely allergies.
A better justification is to facilitate
mitzva/ot (minyan, kri’at hatorah, guests
– discussion of which need is a sufficient
mitzva is beyond our scope). The Minchat
Yitzchak (I:108) argues, in a parallel case,
that since mitzvot are grounds to allow
asking a non-Jew to violate a Rabbinic prohibition (Shulchan Aruch, OC 307:5), they
can justify taking medicines (based on Radbaz III:640).
The Orchot Shabbat (20:(197)) strengthens this approach with the Magen
Avraham’s statement (338:1) that whatever
is permitted for a csebs is permitted for a
mitzva. He is slightly hesitant, perhaps primarily out of concern for a slippery slope
(e.g., people will say “I cannot learn or

TRANSFER YOUR OLD FILM/VIDEO's
(All formats) In Quality to Digital
Preserve Family History from Fading

Michael 052.286.8626
Photography with feeling

Facebook.com/L'Dorot Photography

enjoy my meal properly the way I feel”). I
would distinguish between defined mitzvot one will miss and between enhancing
mitzvot. Chazal were well aware that people with a meichush enjoy everything less,
and still their concern about chillul Shabbat
caused them to prohibit medicine. Similar
concerns made them cancel the mitzvot of
shofar and lulav!
Some claim that issur refuah is anachronistic, as people do not prepare their own
medicines nowadays. The main refutation
is that we do not undo Rabbinic laws even
if their basis changes (Rambam, Mamrim
2:2). Actually, the claim is anachronistic
- nowadays many people prepare homemade remedies (Google search “herbal
remedies” – 141 mil. results).
I did use the medicine.
Eretz Hemdah has begun a participatory Zoom
class - "Behind the Scenes with the Vebbe
Rebbe" - an analytical look at the sources,
methodology, and considerations behind
our rulings, with Rav Daniel Mann. Contact
info@eretzhemdah.org to join.

Having a dispute?
For a Din Torah in English or
Hebrew contact ‘Eretz Hemdah
- Gazit’ Rabbinical Court: 077215-8-215 • fax: (02) 537-9626
beitdin@eretzhemdah.org
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Puah for Fertility and
RABBI GIDEON Machon
Gynecology in Accordance with Halacha
WEITZMAN

Changing the
World?
Last week we discussed the formula for
permitting intervention in genetic abnormalities; if the diagnosis is performed for
a medical purpose it is permitted, but for a
cosmetic gain it is forbidden. However, we
saw a limitation of this distinction; not every
case is clearly either one or the other, it can
depend on one’s perspective, and the Rabbi’s attitude may be different to that of the
couple. Each posek may define cosmetics
and medicine differently.
There is another source that provides an
approach to medicine in general, and such
genetic decisions in particular.
The Gemara (Baba Batra 10a) relates the
following conversation “And this is the question that Turnus Rufus the wicked asked
Rabbi Akiva: If your God loves the poor, for
what reason does He not support them Himself? Rabbi Akiva said to him: He commands
us to sustain the poor, so that through them
and the charity we give them we will be
saved from the judgment of Gehenna.
Turnus Rufus said to Rabbi Akiva: On the
contrary, it is this charity which condemns
you, the Jewish people, to Gehenna because
you give it. I will illustrate this to you with a
parable. To what is this matter comparable?
It is comparable to a king of flesh and blood
58
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REBBETZIN SHI
who was angry with his slave and
put him
SMILES
in prison and ordered that he should not be

fed or given to drink. And one person went
ahead and fed him and gave him to drink.
If the king heard about this, would he not
be angry with that person? And you, after
all, are called slaves, as it is stated: “For the
children of Israel are slaves to Me” (Leviticus
n a
deeply
powerful
scene, person
Moshe
25:55).
If God
decreed
that a certain
Rabbeinu
is
found
with
his
hands
should be impoverished, one who gives
him
held
high
top
of the mountain
charity
defies
theon
will
of God.
praying for the people gripped in
Rabbi Akiva said to Turnus Rufus: I will
a raging battle with Amalek below.
illustrate the opposite to you with a different
Ahron and Chur stood on either side of
parable. To what is this matter comparable?
Moshe Rabbeinu holding his hands aloft
It(Shemot
is comparable
a kingteaches
of flesh and
17;10).toRashi
thatblood
Chur
who
was
angry
with
his
son
and
put
him in
was the son of Moshe’s sister, Miriam.
prison
ordered
he should
be
What and
more
do wethat
know
about not
Chur?
What
is the
symbolism
of person
his joining
fed
or given
to drink.
And one
went
with and
Ahron
of
ahead
fed to
himsupport
and gavethe
himhands
to drink.
Moshe
Rabbeinu?
If the king heard about this once his anger
abated,
would hein
not
react bythe
sending
that
Rabbi Roberts
Through
Prism
of
person
gift? And we
areAhron
called sons,
it is
Torah aexplains
that
and as
Chur
personified
contrasting
character
written:
“You are
sons of the
Lord yourtraits.
God”
Ahron was a peacemaker,
he constantly
(Deuteronomy
14:1).”
looked
for ways
create
harmony
This suggests
thatto
when
we “improve”
among his people. Indeed, he was
the world not only are we within the jurisready to compromise his own values
diction of the Almighty, but become partners
to achieve this goal, as we see in the
in His creation.
story of the sin of the golden calf. Chur,
More on this next week.
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CASPI St. – Garden apartment in a
boutique building, 4 rooms (115m)
private entrance, bright, parking
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TORAH 4 TEENS
BY TEENS NCSY ISRAEL
Rabbi Michael Kahn
Co-Regional
Director,
NCSY Israel
The Battle Within
Torah tells us in 32:25 ;ֹ ְל ַב ּדו,ַעקֹב
ֲ ָתר י
ֵ "ו ִּי ּו
ׁש ַחר"י
ָּ  ַעד עֲלוֹת ַה,ֹיש ִע ּמו
ׁ ֵא ֵבק ִא
ָ  ַו ּי. Yaakov is left
alone and started wrestling with a mysterious man until the morning. Who was
this mysterious man? Rashi explains that
this man was the “Angel of Esau” and the
Sforno teaches that Yaakov was in a battle
to find out the function of Esau’s essence
which was the Yetzer Hara. Yaakov’s question of “What is your name?” directed to the
angels was to understand how to battle the
Yetzer Hara in the future. The problem was
that Yaakov let him go before he getting his
name! The only answer the angel gave was
“Why do want to know my name?”
R’ Chaim Shmuelavitz in his Sichat Mussar (Discourse 91) explains that the truth is
the angel really told Yaakov his name. His

Experienced . Respectful
Confidential

Shadchan
for SinglES 30+

Zoom / Phone Interviews
jerusalemshadchan613@gmail.com
058.328.2283
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name was “Why is it that you ask me my
name? The Yetzer Hara was telling Yaakov:
“You know how I tick, when I am trying to
convince you to do something and you wonder why you should do it. I tell you not to
think and just do it, and if it feels good, then
just go for it.” One of the reasons why the
Yetzer Hara prevails in our lives is because
we don’t combat it. How do we stand up
and prevail? Every decision in our lives
needs honesty with ourselves. Before you
do anything of significance just ask yourself the following questions: What is the
risk involved in that? What is the reward
involved in doing that? What is compelling me to do something? The Yetzer Hara
wants to distract one from looking at the
bigger picture of the effect of one’s actions
by putting it behind closed doors. Once the
sun rose, the Yetzer Hara needed to flee. It
knows that once there is a little light shed
onto it, it has no power and ability to sway
us. A little thought and light can transform
the challenges we face internally.
בס״ד

MAXI BoX
Storage

Your place for extra space
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Ezra Glanz
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US Citizenship for your
Children and Grandchildren

‘Out of the Box’
Growing up we hear a lot of midrashim, and sometimes we get so used to
hearing them, we don’t stop and realize
how profound they can be.
There is a shocking Midrash in this
week’s parsha which says that before
meeting Esav Yaakov hid Dina in a box in
order that she doesn’t marry him. Rashi
points out that he was punished for this,
and as a result Dinah was captured by
Shechem.
What in the world are we supposed to
learn from this? Are we supposed to have
our daughters marry evil people??!
Perhaps the lesson is that we can’t
shelter ourselves from our challenges
and difficulties. If we ignore them, eventually they will return to bite us. Instead
of hiding in a box and denying our personal “Eisav’s”, we should confront our
challenges and learn to deal with them in
a healthy manner.
As teenagers, we all have battles to
face. Whether it’s unhealthy social media
usage, mental health, or really anything,
we must have the courage to confront our
struggles and together we can learn to
navigate through life.

NCSY Israel is the premier organization
in Israel, dedicated to connect, inspire,
empower, and help teen olim with "Klita"
to the Land of Israel by encouraging
passionate Judaism through Torah and
Tradition. Find out more at israel.ncsy.org
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Association)
Of Counsel to Bretz & Coven, LLP
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Bridge the Gap
Sending a child to Israel for the year?
Give them the support they need.

Dr. Alex Bailey

is a Jerusalem/Modi’in based clinical
psychologist specializing in teens and
young adults. Since making aliya three
years ago, he has worked with dozens
of gap year students at yeshivot
and midrashot, helping them manage this year of
independence, questioning, transition, and growth.
Dr. Bailey provides parents with peace-of-mind that
their children have the support they need to bridge
their gap year successfully.

DR. BAILEY ALSO SEES COUPLES,
FAMILIES AND INDIVIDUALS AGE 16+
alexbaileypsyd@gmail.com www.alexbaileypsyd.com
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SHIUR SPONSORS

Thursday, Nov 18 - Ziva & David Katz are honored
to sponsor Rabbi Ari Kahn’s Shiur (14th Kislev)
in memory of Ziva’s father - Henry Feld z”l
Thursday, Nov 18 - Rabbi Finkelstein’s shiur
is sponsored by Lynn & Jan Fidler in celebration of the
Bar Mitzvah of their grandson, Gili Fidler today and
in gratitude to Hashem for having granted his family
the merit of making aliya on 30 November, 2015
Sunday November 21 - Pre Chanukah shiur with
Shani Taragin is sponsored by Debbie & Peter Abelow,
Judy & Shmuel Davidovics, Phyllis & Sandy Zlotnick
in memory of their mother Nisa Ettel bat Mordechai
HaCohen a”h - 41st Yahrzeit  י”דKislev
Tuesday, Nov. 23 - Rebbetzin Shira Smiles shiur
is sponsored by Esther Muhlfelder, in loving memory
of Samuel Jacob ben Eliyahu v’Esther z”l yahrzeit was 9 Kislev
Tuesday, Nov 23 - Rabbi Goldin’s shiur is sponsored
by Miriam & Phil Marcus in honor of their daughter,
Chaviva’s wedding to Kobi Gordon - Thursday, 22 Kislev
morning
on 22
Nov 25a- fruit
and All
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by The
Jewish Legacy
Foundation
you take!!
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Thank you
to all of our
devoted
friends and
donors who
contribute to the Fund and
help over 200 poor and needy
families to enjoy Shabbat
and the Holidays.

Best wishes to all for a healthy winter.
Send your contributions to the

Clara Hammer
Chicken Fund

P.O.B.18602
Jerusalem 91185
(02)5810256
Donate via PayPal at
Chickenladyofjerusalem.com

!חורף בריא

OU ISRAEL CENTER
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